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Advancing the field of orthopaedic sports medicine requires extensive resources, and the AOSSM is committed to enhancing our partnerships with industry for the betterment of our members, our specialty and the patients they serve. We invite you to meet many of the new Sports Medicine Fellows by supporting the inaugural 2016 AOSSM Fellows Course, at either level outlined below.

This non-CME course will serve as a welcome to the sports medicine fellowship year with an intense overview of what Fellows will see in the ensuing year. The format includes didactic and hands-on lab sessions at the level expected of an incoming Fellow or independent practitioner. There is room in the lab for 72 participants, with additional space to accommodate more in the didactic session, and on the web via streaming.

$25,000 Level
- Friday evening: Table-top demo station in the OLC conference space during reception
- Saturday morning: Check-out station during/in the lab
- Saturday afternoon: Dedicated 2-hour open lab time with your equipment following the course (maximum of 4 stations)*
- Complimentary registration for up to 6 corporate representatives

**Friday Evening Industry Symposium: For an additional $5,000 (or $30,000 total), add a 45 minute symposium of your choice to this package. (Limit 1 per company; only 1 Symposium now available.)

$15,000 Level
- Friday evening: Table-top demo station in the OLC conference space during reception
- Saturday morning: Check-out station during/in the lab
- Complimentary registration for up to 4 corporate representatives

**Friday Evening Industry Symposium: For an additional $5,000 (or $20,000 total), add a 45 minute symposium of your choice to this package. (Limit 1 per company; only 1 Symposium now available.)

Each Corporate Supporter will receive the following:
- Extensive signage, slides, and podium recognition during the course
- Print-ad recognition in the September/October issue of Sports Medicine Update
- Recognition via AOSSM website/social media outlets and in the Fellows’ e-Newsletter
- Special communique sent to all Program Directors recognizing the corporate supporters
- Acknowledgement during the Program Directors’ Meeting at the 2016 AOSSM Annual Meeting
- Course participant list provided at least two weeks in advance of the course

*Companies responsible for all costs and arrangements associated with the Saturday afternoon lab time. Arrangements must be made through the OLC by May 13, 2016.

**Total of 2 Industry Symposia to be presented; 1 has been committed, so only 1 now available as of 4.13.16.